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WHAT’S ON THIS MONTH
JUNE 17

FaceBook PHOTO CHALLENGE
Theme: AUTUMN

JUNE 27

COMPETITION
CREATIVE FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY
Judge: Luciano Vranich
On-line Judging

Another month’s gone, it seems things are moving
along and won’t be long before we all meet again.
I hope you are all enjoying our FaceBook challenges
and our continued competitions. If you were lucky
enough to go out and photograph the changing of
colours either local or MT Wilson, it’s always a great
time of the year to take those lovely autumn tones.
There’s not much more to report at this stage and we
will continue to keep you updated on the return of the
Hawkesbury camera club.
Happy snapping!

Jenny Aquilina

A NOTE FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENT
\

PROPOSED ACTIVITY IN JUNE
\

Hello members, and welcome to June. Winter is certainly
upon
us, and although
it has been a bit chilly, it brings new
NEWSLETTER
CONTRIBUTION
photo opportunities to us as well.

With easing of the isolation restrictions by the Government,
it won’t
be tooClong
before the face to face Camera Club
NEWSLETTER
ONTRIBUTION
meetings can happen.

This month brings some more exciting dates for the club
which include another FaceBook challenge, Competition,
and photo critique.

We will continue to have the FaceBook Challenge and online
judging competition for now.

This month’s Facebook challenge is titled ‘Autumn’.
Although we have just started Winter, there are still some
great Autumn colours out there to be captured. The photos
for this challenge are limited to four per member and are
due by June 17.
This month’s Competition is ‘Creative food photography’
and again this competition is limited to four images per
member and due by June 27. The brief for this comp is on
our website as well as attached to Marians last email.
We have also had Ian Cambourne volunteer to do some
photo critiquing for those members looking for some
feedback with their photography.

And don’t forget, if you have any suggestions, please drop
an email to us. This is your club!

Month of JUNE:
FaceBook Photo Challenge
Theme:
‘AUTUMN’
Brief:
Full of Colours
Due Date: 17 June
LIMIT:
4 IMAGES per financial Member
Competition Image naming rule applies

MayMarianPaap1PHOTO TITLE
Email

your

images

to

Tim
Hodson
timhodsonmotorsport@hotmail.com or Marian Paap

marian@secureaz.net.

Competition- MAY
Any images for this month’s subjects can be emailed
through to either myself or Marian Paap.
We will keep the Portrait competition on hold until we are
allowed to go back to our normal venue, so that we can
keep this as a ‘Print only’ comp as it has traditionally been.
I hope everyone is well and keen to join in with these
challenges and competitions. We had a fantastic result with
May’s contribution to the competition with around 102
images submitted for judging.
Take care, and I hope to see everyone back at the club as
soon as we are allowed to go back.

Theme:
CREATIVE FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY
Deadline: Saturday, 27 June
LIMIT:
4 IMAGES per financial Member
Images are to be emailed to Tim Hodson or Marian Paap
On-line Judging
Competition Image Naming format rule applies.
Please include the title as example below.

A2005D1MarianPaapPHOTO TITLE
Wish you all the very best and stay safe.
Marian Paap

Secretary / Newsletter Editor

Vice President
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LOCAL NEWS
\

Free photo courses
from Hawkesbury Library

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION

8.

Capturing Close-up Shots - Use these tips for capturing
close-up shots.
Extras
9. Taking Photos with a Smartphone - Use these tips to
take an image with your smartphone.
10. Everyday Uses for Your Phone's Camera - Learn 10
everyday uses for your phone's camera
If you are keen there is also a quiz to test your photography
knowledge!!
Quiz
11. Digital Photography Quiz Test your knowledge of digital
photography by taking our quiz.

Members can access a series of free courses to learn the
basics, as well as learn how to take better photos and edit
them.
Go Hawkesbury Library’s webpage and the There is the
section
of
self-directed
online
learning
at
https://www.hawkesbury.nsw.gov.au/library/elibrary/selfdirected-online-learning Select GCF Global.
Click on the triple bar
on the top right-hand corner, for
a list of topics and select > PHOTOGRAPHY under Creativity
& Design.
The list includes the following topics. These are FREE. If you
logon, you can keep track of where you are upto, if you want
to do each of the tutorials. However you can select any that
interest you.

PHOTOGRAPHY
All about Digital Cameras
1. Introduction to Digital Cameras - Get an introduction to
digital cameras.
2. Getting to Know Your Camera - Get to know your
camera better.
Taking Photos
3. Lighting - Learn the important role lighting plays in
digital photography.
4. Composing Your Shot - Get tips for composing any shot.
5. Photographing at Night - Use these tips for
photographing at night.
6. Capturing Motion - Use these strategies to take a
professional shot of a moving object.
7. Photographing Landscapes - Learn how best to
photograph landscapes.

IMAGE EDITING 101
1. Is great for those of us who need more assistance with
our image editing. Topics include:
2. Getting Started with Image Editing - Get an
introduction to editing images.
3. Image Editing Software - Learn about the various types
of image editing software available today.
4. Making Basic Adjustments- Learn how to make basic
adjustments to your images to improve their quality.
5. Fixing Common Problems - Learn how to fix common
image editing issues.
6. Sharing Photos Online - Use these tips for sharing
photos online with friends, family, and colleagues.
7. Printing Photos - Here are some tips for printing digital
images.
Extras
8. Editing Photos? Remember to Keep Your Originals!Learn why it's important to keep originals when editing
images.
Quiz
9. Image Editing 101 Quiz - Test your knowledge of image
editing by taking our quiz.
If you have Photoshop, also try the Tutorials on Photoshop
Basics and have a look at Creativity to get your juices
flowing.

By Michelle Nichols
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PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS
\

Tips for Finding Beautiful Portrait Light at Home
EWSLETTER
CONTRIBUTION
BYNCHARLIE
MOSS

ISO200, 35mm (50mm equiv.), f1.4, 1/320th sec
Alternatively, if you need to place your subject right next to
a wall that isn’t as great a background as you hoped for (like
above), try hanging a large sheet of paper behind them.
The result would be like going to a studio with a paper
backdrop. Or if you fancy something completely different,
try creating a more creative backdrop!

It can be tempting to think that you need lots of money,
space, and equipment to shoot great portraits. But using
just your camera and a reflector, you can find beautiful
portrait light at home to shoot in.
Almost everyone will have at least one room in their home
with natural light from a window that could make a great
portrait. It’s just a case of figuring out where the best light
in your home is. Sometimes this takes a little trial and error,
but as long as you get a good grasp of the basics, you should
be able to shoot some great portraits at home!
Open up your aperture
Shooting indoors often means less light than if you were
shooting outside or with studio strobes. To get some more
light into your camera, try opening up your aperture and
setting it to the lowest number possible.

Get your subject to turn their face towards the light to make
it fall in a very flattering way that illuminates their features.
If you turn their face slightly back towards you then you can
create the classic “Rembrandt light” that fine art
photographers love so much (just turn their face towards
you enough to create a “triangle” of light on the side of their
face away from the window).
By just changing the way your subject faces, you should be
able to experiment with broad and short lighting with just a
single window. If you have a patient subject, then a single
window and a model can be a great way to learn about new
kinds of lighting while finding lovely portrait light at home.
Shoot in the bathroom
I’m not even messing about. Bathrooms often have
incredible light because of all the white, reflective surfaces.
Even a bathroom with a small window can have lots of light
bouncing about just waiting for you to photograph it.

Opening your aperture up to let more light into your camera
also has the effect of creating a shallow depth of field.
A shallow depth of field has real advantages when you’re
shooting at home – it can blur out the background and any
unwanted clutter.
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Experiment with the time of day
As the sun moves, the light will change in different parts of
your house. Make it your mission to observe and try out the
light as it changes throughout the day if you want to find the
good spots for beautiful portrait light at home.

ISO800, 35mm (50mm equiv.), f1.4, 1/1100th sec
If you want to fill in some shadows, or even add a bit more
directional light, you can experiment with using a reflector.
You can use the silver side to add a bright, directional light
in a room like this by bouncing light into the brighter side of
the face. Alternatively, you could use the white side of a
reflector to just gently lift any shadows that you get, to
make the light more even.

Left: ISO400, 35mm (50mm equiv.), f1.4, 1/280th sec
Right: ISO200, 35mm (50mm equiv.), f2.8, 1/2000th sec
I took both of the above shots in the same room, sitting in
almost exactly the same place. The difference was the time
of day. The shot on the right with the hard light was taken
in the bright morning light. In comparison, I took the image
on the left in the afternoon when the sun had stopped
shining directly into the room.

ISO1600, 35mm (50mm equiv.), f1.4, 1/3000th sec
Don’t be afraid to push up your ISO either if you want to
capture a fast-moving or unpredictable subject like a pet.
Most modern digital cameras can now go quite high with
the ISO without seeing any problems in the images.
I shot the images above at ISO 1600, with an extremely fast
shutter speed as my cat zipped around the house from dark
to light spots. I had the camera set to Aperture Priority
mode, so the camera chose its shutter speeds. Aperture
Priority mode is a great choice for shooting portraits indoors
because it lets you make creative choices about aperture
and depth of field without having to worry about shutter
speed.

Patches of light and shadow can make for really interesting
photographs as you let them play across the face or body of
your subject. Be sure to experiment with how they create
different effects both in the photographs themselves and
when you post-process them afterward (increasing the
contrast can work really well for light like this).
Use what you have
When I first moved into my home with its large room
designated as my studio, I shot almost exclusively with
strobes. I would shut out all of the natural light so that
I could concentrate on just using my studio lights. I hadn’t
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even considered that I might have beautiful portrait light at
home.

PHOTOGRAPHY ITEMS FOR SALE
FORF

As new…

$30
NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION
Enquires to Charles Sutton
0419 777 990

ISO200, 35mm (50mm equiv.), f1.4, 1/240th sec
One day, though, I just wanted to grab a quick self-portrait.
So I opened the curtains and photographed myself in the
morning light.
On inspecting the files later, I discovered that this light was
unexpectedly beautiful. Now I shoot regularly sat face-on to
this big window in my studio with no additional lighting or
reflectors because I discovered it was simply wonderful
light.
Learn from my mistake – test out every window in your
house for portraits, at different times of the day.
When you move into a new home, make it one of the first
things that you do. Don’t wait several years to realize that
you already have wonderful natural portrait light at home!
Reference: Digital Photography School

PHOTO FUNNIES

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION
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COMPETITION NEWS

HCC FACEBOOK

FORF

To make things easy on Competition nights, can members
please
print out
their own copy of the Competition
NEWSLETTER
CONTRIBUTION
Scoresheet from the website and fill it in beforehand. Please
print clearly so that it easy to transcribe the information
onto the website.

Hawkesbury Camera Club has a Facebook page. Follow us
EWSLETTER
onNFacebook
at CONTRIBUTION
https://www.facebook.com/HawkesburyCameraClub/

NOTE: please ensure there are no images other than
Competition photos on the USB when submitting images on
the competition night.

Don’t forget to make use of all of the features for members
on the Hawkesbury Camera Club website at
http://www.hawkesburycameraclub.com.au/
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CREATIVE FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY Themed

Saturday, 27 June

Competition will be judged on-line.
The Images to be send to the
Comp Manager
Tim Hodges or Marian Paap

Newsletter Contributions
To the Newsletter Editor-Marian Paap – newslettereditor@hawkesburycameraclub.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/HawkesburyCameraClub/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/hawkesburyimages/
http://www.hawkesburycameraclub.com.au/
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NEWS IN MAY!
FACEBOOK CHALLENGE – MAY
‘Third Draw in the Kitchen – the Forgotten’ OR
‘Around the Kitchen’ OR
‘Gardening Tools’

Thanks to all the members that participated in this Photo Challenge.
We had TEN members accepting the challenge this month with some fantastic and creative images.

Most ‘Liked Image’ with 6 Likes – Photo by Julie Wilson
‘Vintage Resource’
CONGRATULATIONS!
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Runner Up with ’5 Likes’ – Photo by Geoff Higgins
‘Mouse’

Photo by Jenelle Gavin [4 likes]
‘Fork Reflection’

Photo by Barry Matthews [4 Likes]
‘Fork Leaf Clover’
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